Wave Specifications:
78” high x 87” wide

Surf’s Up Wave wall decal

This special instruction sheet is a supplement to the general application instructions sheet, also
included in this order . Please review this document for general application guidelines. The Surf’s
Up Wave decal comes in pieces for easier application. Use the numbered sheet diagram below to
identify decal pieces with the wall diagram/installation instructions on the back.

Step 1: Preparation

This is what you get:
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BONUS! Palm Trees: These are
extras in that you can add to your
room to complement your new
wave decal, or to have an extra in
a different color so you can play
with color and shadow.
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How far up do you want your wave?
Bottom Out - Good choice if
-- you also bought The Palm Trees and you want to
make an entire wall scene and most of the wall is visible.
To bottom out, start placing your decals approximately
16” up from the floor, starting with piece 1A.

16”

Centered Vertically - Good choice if
-- you have furniture that will be in front of the
wave. To center vertically on wall, start placing
your decals approximately 21” up from the floor,
starting with piece 1A.

21”

Step 2: Placement

Use in conjunction with general instructions for application tips.
Remember: To place a decal, you must follow the general instruction sheet for removing
the squeegeeing the decal, removing the backing and the top sheet.

1

Place main wave elements 1a,b,c,d.
Use wall edge to line up with. There will be
another piece that goes on over these at the
bottom, so remember to leave room for them
if needed. If covered up, you can opt not to
use pcs 1d & 2a.

2

Place darkest elements (2a,b).
Line up matching edges with those of the main
wave. Some parts of the decals may overlap.
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Dont worry
about lining up
color edges
exactly. They are
meant to be
non-uniform for
an artistic look.

Place element (3).

3

Some parts of the decals may overlap. Add white
wave top and spray elements
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Place wave top and spray elements (4a,b)

4

wherever you think a little spray will look good.
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